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Abstract Our research concerns the coordination and con-
trol of robotic vehicles for upper water-column oceano-
graphic observations. In such an environment, operating
multiple vehicles to observe dynamic oceanographic phe-
nomena, such as ocean processes and marine life, from
fronts to cetaceans, has required that we design, imple-
ment and operate software, methods and processes which
can support opportunistic needs in real-world settings with
substantial constraints. In this work, an approach for co-
ordinated measurements using such platforms, which re-
late directly to task outcomes, is presented. We show the
use and operational value of a new Artificial Intelligence
(AI) based mixed-initiative system for handling multiple
platforms along with the networked infrastructure support
needed to conduct such operations in the open sea. We ar-
ticulate the need and use of a range of middleware archi-
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tectures, critical for such deployments and ground this in
the context of a field experiment in open waters of the mid-
Atlantic in the summer of 2015.
Keywords Mixed-Initiative, Marine Robotics, Con-
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1 Introduction
Oceanographic field experiments, targeting large-scale dy-
namic phenomena, typically require the coordination of
multiple manned and unmanned assets to deal with the
spatio-temporal variability of the upper water-column in the
ocean. The coordinated execution of these multiple assets,
critical for co-temporal observations, is a difficult challenge
due to a myriad of operational issues ranging from limited
communication range, bandwidth and uptime, to difficulty
in creating an accurate global view for asset location, super-
vision, awareness and operation. In the past, we have un-
dertaken a series of field experiments with unmanned vehi-
cles under such challenging unstructured conditions in the
context of inter-disciplinary applications not only of scien-
tific interest to oceanographers [12,18] and biologists [41,
52], but also to first responders [9] and the military [36].
Uncertainty and unpredictability are often the norm, thus
making operations extensively challenging. This is further
compounded when the target applications involve respond-
ing to dynamic and unpredictable phenomena in such un-
structured environments, through the combined use of au-
tonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs).
Coordination implies the ability to envision task com-
pletion in light of unpredictability while dealing with all re-
maining operational constraints. Typically, coordination in
marine robotics has been viewed as a means to demonstrate
nominal engineering principles [17,27,2]. Our experiments
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Fig. 1 AUV and UAV operations from the NRP Gago Coutinho in the
Azores in July 2015.
use networked robotic platforms tied together with a ma-
ture set of tools for decision support, situational awareness,
control, planning, data visualization and archiving for inter-
disciplinary experimentation [20,42].
Although the setting and scenario can yield data for
further scientific analysis the focus of the work presented
here is not on it’s analysis, which will be covered on an-
other paper, but rather to showcase advances in operational
methodologies for marine robotics for inter-disciplinary ex-
periments at sea, drilling down on the feasibility of success-
fully applying said methods. Furthermore, it highlights the
changing nature of oceanographic experiments, by articulat-
ing the tools, methods and operational artefacts which com-
prise a modern portable laboratory, including heterogeneous
robotic platforms and their infrastructure. In addition, we
articulate the need for a novel mixed-initiative constraint-
based planner which aids operational robotic field experi-
mentation. This tool, EUROPtus, surfaces as an extension
to [9] by using temporal planning methods for operational
control of vehicles, while assigning them specific coordina-
tion tasks. The EUROPtus planner is a ship/shore situated
temporal constraint-based automated planner for field ex-
periments. Nevertheless, this planner does not attempt to
model all constraints comprehensively and is used primarily
for task assignment, information gathering and situational
awareness of AUVs, all the while keeping a simple resource
model of UAV operations.
We do so in the context of an actual field experiment
in the deep ocean, off the Azores in the mid-Atlantic1,
where UAVs were used to spot cetaceans (Fig. 1) provid-
ing a GPS fix on their coordinates, as a means for targeted
oceanographic measurements with AUVs in the water col-
umn. With this operational model, we aim to understand
how far automation of field operations involving multiple
coordinated assets can aid or hinder operational effective-
ness. While EUROPtus has been field tested only in the spe-
cific operating environment for our experiment, we believe
the principles behind it are general.
This paper is organized in the following manner: first
we introduce the problem and challenges of multi-vehicle
oceanographic deployments in Section 2; next, we briefly
place the context of this work in Section 3 and describe the
tools, techniques and process we use in Section 4. Section 5
explains the approach in automated planning we use in this
work and, in Section 6, we document experimental results
from the field deployment in the Azores. We conclude with
Section 7, discussing the results and future work.
2 Scientific Motivation and Challenges
Oceanographic field experiments typically combine remote
sensing with in situ observations using research vessels off
of which sensors and robotic platforms are deployed. The
research vessel is guided towards an operational area of in-
terest, where opportunistic needs drive what and how the
operations on-board are conducted. More recently, as mo-
bile robotic platforms have become more robust and able to
carry a diverse and useful scientific payload, experiments are
driven by scientific hypothesis, typically covering the meso-
scale (i.e. > 50km2) regions repeatedly for weeks with such
assets. Campaigns like the Autonomous Ocean Sampling
Network (AOSN-I/-II) [10,49] and the Controlled Ag-
ile and Novel Observation Network (CANON) field program
[13,11,12] are prominent examples, with a large number of
robotic and/or manned assets for sampling and observation.
The traditional approach in operational oceanography,
is for the use of individual robotic vehicles controlled by
1http://rep15.lsts.pt/
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Fig. 2 Typical setup of operators on ship/shore for vehicle control in
oceanographic field operations.
a planning tool with decision-support capability, with hu-
mans making all decisions a priori, to take measurements in
a very uncertain, harsh and dynamic setting (Fig. 2). In these
scenarios, situational awareness is often opaque, increasing
operator workload [24] while prompting an increased need
for operator-to-operator coordination. Our objective in this
work, is to not only augment such methods with automated
planning [30], but also attempt to allow a single operator
to command multiple heterogeneous vehicles while keeping
humans in the loop and provide maritime domain awareness.
While tele-presence techniques have had a visible im-
pact in the ocean science community [53,32], a key issue
continues to be that of situational awareness, namely where
a sensor or platform is, and what it is observing, over space
and time. Unpredictable conditions over and below the sea
surface and its typically harsh environment, preclude full
knowledge at all times. Adaptability and high-level guide-
lines are thus preferred, so as to allow accommodation to
local perceived phenomena, while still fulfilling the experi-
ment’s objectives and enforcing safety constraints.
As robotic platforms become more ubiquitous, the com-
plexity of dealing with multiple assets for simultaneous, co-
ordinated and co-temporal observations, has added to this
challenge. This is prevalent in the operational scenario ad-
dressed in this paper, of cetacean tracking that underpins the
focus of this work.
In such a domain, understanding the processes which in-
fluence the distribution and ecology of animals is a funda-
mental problem with important implications for our under-
standing of ecosystem function and dynamics, and for con-
servation and management of natural resources. Most stud-
ies investigating the environmental drivers of marine animal
distribution have relied on remote-sensed data or existing
oceanographic models. However, a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of the movements and behaviour of marine an-
imals and how they interact with the environment requires
more than averaged observations, often collected at coarse
spatial and temporal scales – animal derived data needs to
be integrated with more synoptic oceanographic approaches
[19]. Standard methods to collect concurrent observations
of oceanographic conditions and of the distribution and be-
haviour of cetaceans use large, expensive ocean going ves-
sels. As a consequence, oceanographic sampling is limited
to a few stations providing but a snapshot of oceanographic
parameters.
In addition, operation of large vessels may interfere
with natural animal behavior. Recent advances in electronic
transmitters and data-storage tags have made it possible to
collect 3D high-resolution biological and oceanographic ob-
servations from animals in their habitats. However, because
of satellite availability and transmission costs, tag retrieval
is usually necessary in order to access collected data, lim-
iting the use of these tags to animals that can be captured.
Moreover, as these tags remain relatively large they cannot
be attached to most free-ranging cetaceans without the po-
tential to impact their behaviour. Despite these limitations,
research into the oceanographic drivers of cetacean distri-
bution continue to rely on the analysis of low-resolution
cetacean movement and behavior data from satellite tags and
remote sensed variables [5].
Animal tracking correlates remote sensing data of the
ocean surface with positions of selected specimen obtained
by tagging them. Electronic tags are used to report an ap-
proximate position whenever a specimen is at the surface
[40]. This technique allows effectively tracking the migra-
tion of individuals, but does not provide environmental con-
ditions in the vicinity of the specimen when surfacing. This
happens because only sparse temporal resolution of surface
ocean data is usually available. This approach has been used
to correlate surfacing positions with underwater topography
[37,55], but better models need to be obtained by in situ
measurement of the surrounding water column.
Using unmanned assets, deployed at sea, enable cost-
effective near real-time monitoring of ocean processes and
cetacean movements and behaviour. UAVs can be deployed
in the areas of interest and tasked to follow cetacean po-
sitions in an autonomous manner taking into account de-
tection, classification and tracking methods [28]. AUVs can
then be deployed to sample the water column on the surfac-
ing locations, in order to provide complete synoptic observa-
tions around and above the target individual(s) – AUVs are
also less prone to interfere with normal behaviour of animals
due to their reduced footprint. Finally, if AUVs and UAVs
can perform co-temporal observations, a portable observa-
tory can be created where animals and surrounding condi-
tions are observed continuously in their natural habitat.
However, the current generation of AUVs can face chal-
lenges of either speed or endurance when tracking fast mov-
ing cetaceans. Typically, vehicles that can stay in the wa-
ter for extended periods of time are only capable of speeds
below 1 m/s [54,31]. Moreover, communication with these
vehicles is also limited: only satellite communications are
available at remote locations and only when vehicles are
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at the surface. Equally, acoustic communications are noise
prone and have limited bandwidth and range. Thus the cur-
rent capabilities of vehicles can only provide sparse location
information or engineering telemetry at best. In addition, al-
though UAVs can be continuously connected to control sta-
tions by using short-range (tens of kilometres) point-to-point
communications, or alternatively by using expensive inter-
mediate (satellite) gateways, their endurance ranges to a few
hours at best.
Finally, coordination of UAVs and AUVs carries its own
challenges, requiring the fusion of two very different vehi-
cle types, with specific communication, locomotion and sen-
sor payloads, into a unified domain where they share com-
mon objectives. Due to the high variability of ocean condi-
tions, it may be required to adapt plan execution on board
the vehicles according to the perceived environmental con-
ditions. The computational power available on board these
vehicles, however, is limited for running on board planning
algorithms.
3 Related Work
Coordination of multiple heterogeneous robots requires a
common communication infrastructure that is used to share
the state of the different intervening assets to perform col-
laborative behaviour. There are various open source robotic
frameworks that can be used to coordinate multiple robots,
but usually these target controlled environments, where reli-
able and continuous communication are available.
The Mission-Oriented Operating Suite (MOOS)[39] re-
lies on a robust communications library to share data
between applications, using a centralized node called
MOOSDB. This node acts as a knowledge information base
where all other nodes can send information to and receive in-
formation updates. The widely used Robotic Operating Sys-
tem (ROS), uses a publish/subscribe communication system
that relies on a central node service for node registration
and look-up, called the master node [45]. As such, when-
ever separate robots are to be coordinated, they should use
a common master node running in either of the two or in
another accessible network location turning it into a central
point of failure. More recently, the possibility to use ROS
in a multi-master architecture was introduced where mul-
tiple master nodes co-exist and exchange information be-
ing, however, still required to be aware of each other prior
to their execution. The recently-developed GAMS middle-
ware supports collaborative autonomy amongst heteroge-
neous teams of agents using non-blocking, best-effort com-
munications protocols, which allows operation even in com-
munications constrained environments [15]. All nodes un-
der a GAMS collaboration system have their own knowledge
base which, using MADARA, synchronizes relevant infor-
mation with peers when that information is changed [16].
The LSTS Toolchain [42,20], used in this work, was devel-
oped to support different robot and communications hard-
ware, mission purposes and operator needs. Reference im-
plementations are freely available for AUVs, ASVs, ROVs
and UAVs1. In its case, the Inter-Module Communication
protocol (IMC) defines transport-agnostic discovery mecha-
nisms, allowing it to be used in unreliable and heterogeneous
networks using any available links such as acoustic, Iridium
or Wi-Fi. Dealing with uncertainty in communications, es-
pecially in the context of oceanographic field experiments, is
therefore key to the tool-chain. For instance, IMC targets un-
reliable communication environments and provides dynamic
discovery algorithm implementations. All messages in IMC
are time-tagged and include information about its origin and
destination sub-systems.
Nevertheless, besides considering the communication
needs for coordinated operation of these systems, vehicle
autonomy is also a factor. Having stated this, onboard au-
tonomy can vary from the very basic tele-operation to fully
intelligent systems that generate and adapt plans on board,
in response to objectives and environment. In oceanographic
experiments, simultaneous operation of multiple vehicles is
typically along institutional lines, with a group of individu-
als focusing on one specific robotic platform [49]. Our work
is unusual in that a small group is focused not only on a
collection of vehicles, but that they are also heterogeneous;
in such cases, the amount of attention that can be devoted
to each entity is often limited. Compounding on this, au-
tonomous operation of UAVs is usually done by defining
a sequential list of waypoints that the vehicle must follow.
This is a very efficient approach for static and collision-
free environments while requiring very limited onboard au-
tonomy. Moreover, some execution environments also have
triggers that use contingency waypoints whenever errors are
diagnosed. However, in more dynamic and unknown scenar-
ios or whenever the phenomena of interest is unpredictable,
a more deliberative planning is required. There are a number
of approaches to deliberation.
MOOS-IvP Helm is a behaviour-based architecture that
uses multi-objective optimization [3]. In MOOS-IvP, differ-
ent behaviours may have different priorities and triggering
mechanisms and can be simultaneously active, in which case
they compete to define the ongoing actions of the vehicle.
If all behaviours have different priorities, the resulting ar-
chitecture can be equivalent to Brooks’ subsumption archi-
tecture [8]. However, whenever two competing behaviours
become active, the Helm selects an action by maximizing a
resulting value. NASA developed MAPGEN (Mixed Initia-
tive Activity Plan Generator) combining the EUROPA plan-
ner [26] with a user interface that allows human operators to
interactively define plans, by providing an initial state, prior-
itized goals, standard constraints and daily constraints [1,6,
7]. Such Artificial Intelligence (AI) based mixed-initiative
methods for planning, continue to be novel in the oceano-
graphic domain. Typically, a map-based user interface is
used as a planning tool, where the ’plan’ is essentially a se-
1http://github.com/LSTS
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Fig. 3 The software components used to control unmanned vehicles
with the LSTS toolchain.
quence of waypoints carefully constructed by the human op-
erator, dispatched to a vehicle out at sea. Such software sys-
tems offer basic decision-support capability, with little in the
way of machine intelligence with human decision-making
driving robotic activity. NEPTUS [42], which we later de-
scribe, is one such mature tool in this category and we build
on its functionality.
In this work we extend the shore-based mixed-initiative
planner demonstrated in [9] for controlling multiple AUVs,
where the underlying automated planner did not allow re-
planning to deal with environmental uncertainty or dynamic
events, nor reasoning about time and resources, as this work
does. Doing so, allows us to use active simulation on shore
or ship to be coupled with the proscribed execution trace
while keeping the operator in the ’awareness loop’. Further-
more, in this work, we use the same temporal formalism on
board our AUVs as we used in T-REX in the context of up-
per water-column exploration [44,48]. Finally, we are in-
formed by efforts on the command/control of the Opportu-
nity rover on Mars [1,6] using a similar planning approach
we use here. The operating domain at sea however, is far
harsher and substantially more constrained with a far more
dynamic pace and operational fluidity.
In summation, the application deals with coordinated
measurements using robotic platforms, where the coordina-
tion is related to task outcomes and not specific navigational
needs. To the best of our knowledge using automated plan-
ning [30] as a means to provide abstraction in control over
single or multiple vehicles in the oceanographic domain, as
this work does, continues to be novel.
Additionally, the work produced will build upon the
LSTS toolchain which has extensive operational use in large
scale recurring joint-venture exercises [34,51], being cur-
rently open-source and with a growing group of users and
contributors such as Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU), Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute (MBARI), Laboratory for Underwater Systems and
Technologies (LABUST), Natural Environment Research
Council (NERC) and Centre for Maritime Research and Ex-
perimentation (NATO-CMRE) to name a few. Furthermore,
the use of the LSTS toolchain as a baseline proves advanta-
geous for scalable use of the tool due to the ongoing adapta-
tion of the toolchain to other communication protocols (e.g.,
MAVLink, JANUS, MOOS) and compatibility with vehicles
from other manufacturers (e.g., LRAUV, Waveglider, IVER,
SPARUS II). These adaptation and integration efforts open
up the range of what can be done, at an operational level,
with the work created.
4 Technical Approach
In order to control a set of heterogeneous platforms, a num-
ber of components needed to be developed or adapted. Our
software architecture is built on top of the LSTS Toolchain
[42], and uses the DUNE onboard software for control and
navigation of all UAVs and AUVs. IMC is used across all
systems to exchange information and NEPTUS has been ex-
tended for providing global situational awareness and super-
vision for human operators (Fig. 3).
4.1 The Command and Control System
The DUNE (DUNE Uniform Navigation Environment) on-
board software has been developed at LSTS to support all
its unmanned vehicles and other embedded systems such as
communication gateways and data loggers [42]. DUNE pro-
vides a uniform navigation environment that is irrespective
of sensors used to estimate a system position (localization)
or actuators used to interact with the environment; there ex-
ist standardized structures that can be used for abstract rep-
resentations of estimated and desired system states. This al-
lows sharing most of the code between all vehicles and being
required to adapt only low level actuation and sensing.
DUNE uses a publish/subscribe system for message-
passing between modules that run concurrently in a local
system or distributed over the network. All messages flow-
ing within and outside a DUNE system are defined in IMC .
A conceptual view of a DUNE based system, where device
drivers and transport components (which handle communi-
cation with the world) are illustrated in Fig. 3.
NEPTUS is a software infrastructure for developing user
applications that interface Networked Vehicle Systems [14].
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It is currently used for operating fleets of heterogeneous
autonomous vehicles by diverse end-users such as biolo-
gists, oceanographers, archaeologists, students or the mili-
tary. It is used not only during planning, but also to super-
vise execution and revise data after mission execution [43].
It uses an extensible architecture which supports different
plug-in types: Console Widgets, Console Daemons, Inter-
active Map Layers, Interactive Data Visualizations, Plots,
etc. Inside the software, all plug-ins interact with each
other via Google’s Guava Event Bus1, a library that enables
loosely coupled communication between components via
asynchronous message-passing, similarly to what happens
in DUNE. Operation consoles, for instance, can be config-
ured to match the needs of specific mission objectives or
operator preferences by defining active plug-ins and their
configurations . Even though DUNE and NEPTUS were de-
veloped in two different programming languages (C++ vs
Java, respectively), the two systems share most of the de-
sign patterns and development approach.
4.2 Onboard Plan Deliberation
In order to cope with uncertainty and environment interfer-
ence during execution, vehicles need to adapt their actions
according to the perceived environment. In addition, they
also need to potentially change the order and set of actions
to execute, in order to maintain vehicle safety while attain-
ing the most important mission objectives.
The problem of running computationally-intensive de-
liberation systems on board cpu-constrained AUVs has been
approached by developing a new mission execution system
named Teleo-Reactive EXecutive (T-REX) [35,44,47,48].
T-REX allows creation of deliberative agents by having si-
multaneous execution of multiple planners with heteroge-
neous latencies (time to produce a new plan based on new
observations), as well as different planning windows (time
span of produced plans). This “divide-and-conquer” strategy
for problem-solving is encased in this decomposition of the
T-REX agent into different software components (reactors)
making it possible to have planning and reactive behaviours
running in parallel and continuously.
T-REX does this by providing a software framework
where different reactors interact with each other using time-
lines: a flexible representation to describe the evolution of
a given state variable over time. Reactors provide internal
(controlled) timelines where they publish state updates (ob-
servations) and use external timelines controlled by other re-
actors in order to read its state and post desired goal states.
Deliberative reactors produce a plan to attain the desired
goal states if they fall within their planning window, and do
so with the underlying use of the EUROPA planner.
EUROPA is an AI-based planning system used to gener-
ate plans executed onboard NASA’s 1999 Deep Space One
1https://github.com/google/guava
Fig. 4 An example of timelines (with their names on the left) and token
relationships used on the domain model for AUV deliberative control.
Fig. 5 The principal reactors running on the LSTS AUVs inside the
T-REX framework for the July 2015 off of the Azores.
probe with the Remote Agent Experiment (RAX) [4,38,26,
46] and on the ground as a mixed-initiative planner for the
2003 Mars Exploration Rovers mission with the MAPGEN
system [1,6,7]. EUROPA is a vastly re-factored, higher per-
formance open-source version of the systems used here and
uses a domain model written in NDDL (New Domain De-
scription Language), together with initial conditions and
goals (also in NDDL), to construct a set of temporal rela-
tions that must be true at start time. These models include
assertions about the physics of the vehicle, i.e., how it re-
sponds to external stimulus and internally driven goals. An
in-depth description of how domain models are defined and
plans deliberated is provided in section Planning and Exe-
cution Approach.
A simplified version of our AUV’s domain model is de-
picted in Fig. 4. The “Medium” timeline may be controlled
by an Interface reactor that simply translates sensor read-
ings into observations of the vehicle, being either underwa-
ter or at the surface. Since the AUVs are positively buoy-
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Fig. 6 Communication links between consoles and vehicles.
ant, whenever the vehicle is ’Idle’ it will float towards the
surface. Moreover, a deliberative reactor controls the “Nav-
igator” and “Yoyo” timelines. Whenever the vehicle needs
to reach a destination x, the Navigator reactor will produce
a plan that projects the vehicle being at x at a future time.
For that, the vehicle should start descending and then itera-
tively switch between Ascend and Descend modes, defined
in the “Yoyo” timeline. The semantics of “arriving” at the
destination implies stopping, in order to float to the surface.
The undulating “Yoyo” behavior itself, is important for all
underwater vehicles to capture the variability in the upper
water-column across the vertical rather than the horizontal
dimension.
Figure 5 shows how different reactors can interact by
exchanging goals and observations. From bottom to top, the
reactors further abstract the environment and tend to have
larger planning windows and latencies. The “Survey” reac-
tor will produce plans that have several waypoints that the
vehicle should travel to. These waypoints are passed as ob-
jectives to the “Navigator” reactor that, as described previ-
ously, will trigger a yoyo behaviour in the vehicle.
To integrate T-REX, running on an auxiliary CPU, with
the LSTS Toolchain, a special DUNE task was developed
that translates DUNE data into T-REX observations and
parses incoming requests into vehicle actions. When T-REX
receives a goal, its objective is to synthesize partial plans
and dispatch these to DUNE, while simultaneously tracking
their execution onboard a vehicle.
In order to translate T-REX requests into DUNE actions,
DUNE was extended to allow reception of external control
references such as desired speed, depth/altitude, target posi-
tion and/or heading via a “back-seat driver” API. The API
accepts both complete or incomplete reference definitions.
For instance, if so desired, the external controller can spec-
ify a speed to be maintained while travelling towards the
target pose or choose to not specify it. As a result, the back-
seat driver will use an optimal (and possibly varying) speed
while going to the target. Something similar occurs with al-
titude, depth and hovering radius1 actions. The flexibility so
1The acceptable distance to the desired end point
Fig. 7 The Ripples HTML interface visualized in a mobile browser
(left) and the same data being accessed by Neptus (right)
provided allows for the development of external controllers,
which are not tied to specific vehicle hardware, allowing
DUNE to use provided slack to improve vehicle safety, nav-
igation or battery optimization.
4.3 Communications Infrastructure
A cornerstone of multi-vehicle operations is its communi-
cations infrastructure. In the case of oceanographic field
operations, heterogeneous and opportunistic links using a
mix of Wi-Fi, satellite communications, GSM and acoustics
are critical. Our approach has been to use the IMC proto-
col across all systems, irrespective of the available under-
lying transport mechanism. This provides additional flexi-
bility, in that functional parts of the software can be either
implemented on board the vehicles or distributed on the net-
work and accessed using any of the available communica-
tion methods. Moreover, the portability provided by DUNE
allows it to run not only on vehicles but also on communi-
cation gateways, which can be used to extend the network
and bridge different communication methods. These gate-
ways allow operator consoles to establish a connection via
Wi-Fi or Ethernet and then use its acoustic, iridium or GSM
modems to communicate IMC data.
IMC embraces heterogeneous means of communication
by allowing nodes to be discovered over different interfaces
and announcing its provided capabilities and names using
transport-agnostic identifiers. For instance, a vehicle may be
discovered by another using UDP multicast but afterwards,
communication can be maintained between the two using
TCP, UDP, HTTP, acoustic modem, etc. Deciding which
communication method to use is the responsibility of the
software and not the protocol; however, efficient implemen-
tations are available in NEPTUS and DUNE that can try
all different reliable protocols (in order of degrading band-
width) until the message is successfully delivered at its des-
tination [33].
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Vehicle operations must ingest the data coming from
multiple sources and allow variable latency for incoming
data and outgoing commands. For aggregating data from
multiple sources we use a centralized communications sys-
tem, named Ripples, running in the cloud and developed
using the Google App Engine. This cloud-based applica-
tion ingests data pushed through Iridium, Globalstar and Ar-
gos satellite communications, as well as several web entry
points, for posting real-time and/or historical information
(Fig. 6). All incoming data is stored in the cloud and can
be forwarded to other recipients, via Iridium or Web Sock-
ets. Ripples also provides a web interface where the teleme-
try and real-time logs of field events are accessible via a
browser (Fig. 7).
To allow operations even in situations where the Inter-
net is not available, such as the open sea, Ripples allows
on-demand subscription of Iridium updates. A special entry
point is used to subscribe/unsubscribe via Iridium. When-
ever a message is sent to all systems (special IMC broadcast
destination), it is forwarded to all subscribed systems.
Irrespective of how data arrives at the Manta gateway –
Wi-Fi, Web, acoustic modem or Iridium – it is dispatched to
all connected NEPTUS consoles. The received information
is then processed by any NEPTUS plug-ins that have sub-
scribed to that message type. To distinguish the messages
arriving from multiple sources and means, the IMC message
header includes information such as identity of the generat-
ing system and time of message generation. The Mantas can
then be used to send commands back to the vehicles using
the available links. In practice, message flow from the vehi-
cles to consoles using Iridium is as follows:
1. Vehicle arrives at surface and is not connected to any
console;
2. Vehicle sends state update via Iridium not addressing it
to any system;
3. An Iridium service provider forwards Iridium messages
to Ripples using a POST request;
4. Ripples verifies the list of active Iridium subscribers and
forwards the message to them, serially;
5. The message arrives at an Iridium device inside the con-
sole’s WLAN (manta gateway);
6. The gateway forwards incoming Iridium messages to all
connected consoles.
A similar (in reverse) route is used to send commands
to the vehicles but, in this case, messages are addressed to
the target system or else they are forwarded to all Iridium
subscribers as before.
4.4 The EUROPtus Mixed-Initiative Planner
Maritime field experiments usually require having multiple
vehicles disconnected for substantial periods of time (in ex-
cess of 15− 30 minutes). In order to improve the operators’
situational awareness of vehicle positions and progress, we
Fig. 8 NEPTUS operator console during the cetacean-tracking exper-
iment, July 2015. (1) is the location of the control station (onboard
ship), (2) is the real-time location of a flying UAV, (3) is an AUV posi-
tion received via acoustic modem 3 minutes before, (4) is the simulated
position of the same AUV and (5) is a plot of data received via acoustic
modem from the AUVs.
used a number of simulated vehicles running off of com-
mands sent to the actual platforms. This was done by run-
ning DUNE and T-REX simulators side-by-side with NEP-
TUS. NEPTUS was configured to forward any commands
sent to the actual vehicles also to their respective shore-side
simulators. As a consequence, the simulated vehicles exe-
cute the same set of commands albeit in an idealized envi-
ronment. While doing so and in periods of loss of contact,
operators can determine with clarity, what each asset is ex-
pected to be doing – clearly in off-nominal situations, this
simulation does not reflect reality.
In the case of AUVs, any incoming updates (received
over any available communication channels) are used to re-
set the simulated vehicle’s localization filter, similarly to
what is done when the vehicles arrive at the surface, as
shown in Fig. 8.
In order to coordinate the actions of multiple vehicles,
operators can use NEPTUS to override the current behaviour
on the vehicles using any of the available communication
means. However, manual control and supervision of multi-
ple heterogeneous vehicles becomes infeasible as the num-
ber of vehicles and latency increases. This happens due to
the increased uncertainty and discontinuous changes regard-
ing the perceived state of the system, in addition to informa-
tion overload on the operator.
In order to help operators coordinate fleets of robotic
vehicles, we have designed, built and tested EUROPtus,
a ship/shore situated temporal constraint-based automated
planner which deals with operational constraints for field
experiments. EUROPtus leverages existing work in fully-
autonomous AUV operations and couples that with the need
to operate multiple (often heterogeneous) robotic vehicles.
It has a simple resource model which is integrated into the
planner to enable as complex a coordination model as nec-
essary; by using EUROPtus, the operator offloads a portion
of the planning task, which is quite relevant given networks
with very high variability of vehicle configurations and ca-
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pabilities (while interacting operational constraints and sub-
stantial operational telemetry from vehicles with varying
speeds). The operator, however, is still in charge of provid-
ing high-level goals, supervising the plans sent to the vehi-
cles and override them if necessary.
A special NEPTUS plug-in was developed to act as a
routing device for incoming and outgoing messages. The
plug-in redirects data from EUROPtus to controlled/simu-
lated AUVs and, at the same time, reports all received up-
dates to EUROPtus; conversely this plug-in also notifies
UAV operators about new incoming requests – a new deploy
request or survey area from EUROPtus, for instance.
When EUROPtus determines so, it can request new ob-
jectives for vehicles deployed in the field or prompt hu-
mans behind an operation console. For instance, operators
are expected to execute some task and provide input (e.g.,
inspect collected data and determine a list of waypoints to
be visited) or, EUROPtus generates a high-level objective
that is sent to an autonomous vehicle to replan in situ ac-
cordingly. If a new plan is found, this is reported to the op-
erator from which they can both provide new objectives and
inputs, and/or recall existing objectives. This is the focus of
such mixed-initiative interaction between vehicle(s) and op-
erator.
5 Planning and Execution Approach
Managing a mission with interdependency of multiple as-
sets, some human operated, is often a challenge. It becomes
even more problematic when assets like AUVs are often
out of communication range – either because they are un-
derwater or simply because they have to operate at a safe
distance from a control station – and acting for the most
part autonomously. Coupled with dynamic operational con-
straints, including the impact of weather and sea state, a
substantial part of the operation requires human decision-
making. Equally, synchronizing the operation of multiple
robotic assets with ship-based operational constraints can
overwhelm the operator. For instance, in our experiment, our
research vessel had to be oriented to have the aft deck fac-
ing a tail wind for stable UAV take-offs; but UAV landings
on a net facing starboard, required the ship to pivot towards
the wind coming from the port side. Unifying such com-
plex constraints (which require ship movement, and coordi-
nation with the bridge, for instance) while robotic vehicles
are in operation, continues to require human judgement and
involvement.
We used a mixed approach to autonomous platform op-
eration, where a planner and its executive on the ship are
used to track and supervise as much as the execution of
the mission as possible, to alleviate these operational con-
straints. This calls for an approach different from fully au-
tonomous embedded planning/execution. Equally, in struc-
tured laboratory experiments, it is assumed that execution
can be tracked and every observation from the agent(s) are
fully observed and in a timely fashion; this is often not so in
real-world environments, especially at sea.
We believe that planning and execution interact, and
tightly so. Such interaction goes beyond the classical con-
ception of interleaving planning and execution, such as in
[29], which continues to regard planning as an off-line pro-
cess interrupting execution until it identifies a complete
plan. We see execution as an integral part of the overall de-
liberation process that both interrupts and enriches the plan-
ning as the world evolves. This key concept provides the
backbone of how EUROPtus is designed.
5.1 EUROPA Planning Essentials
In EUROPtus, a plan is composed of a temporally scoped
predicate called a token. A token can be defined as a prop-
erty – described as a first-order logic predicate – with its as-
sociated temporal scope (start, duration, end), using flex-
ible interval arithmetic. All the attributes of a token are de-
scribed as a domain of possible values for this token in the
plan context. In order to be part of the plan, a token needs
to be associated with one of the plan timelines. A timeline
is a sequence of tokens describing the evolution of a state
variable. Concurrency between timelines and therefore be-
tween tokens on separate timelines, is the basis for con-
current state variable evolution. Tokens are causally linked
by rules in a domain model that describe temporal relations
and/or causality links between tokens [22,44] (see Fig. 4).
Finally, a token can be marked optionally as either being a
Fact or Goal; while a Fact requires no justification, a Goal
will need not only to be inserted in the plan but necessarily
have a causal chain connecting it to one or more Facts. Like
T-REX, the underlying planner for EUROPtus is EUROPA
[26,22]; while EUROPtus’s concepts are not tied to this spe-
cific planner, our implementation relies heavily on both its
flexible and rich representation, as also the basic principle in
the way search is implemented in plan-space planners [30,
23].
The planner works by continuously repairing flaws in a
plan until no more flaws are present. Prior to execution, all
partial plans must not have any flaws. Typically we deal with
two types of flaws 1:
– Open condition: A token is not yet associated with a
timeline. It can be resolved by either inserting the token
into a specific timeline or merging it with a compatible
token;
– Threat: Once a token has been inserted it may im-
pact other tokens indirectly through possible overlap-
ping requirements. A timeline by definition, enforces a
strict sequence of tokens with no concurrency within the
timeline. The solver then needs to enforce a schedul-
ing constraint on those potentially conflicting tokens, so
1There can be additional flaw types depending on the solver being
used; but these are the minimum needed to converge to a solution.
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they cannot overlap; for example, by enforcing that one
should occur before the other.
The solver resolves these flaws until either it reaches an
inconsistency (i.e., a situation where constraints of the plan
cannot be satisfied), in which case the planner will back-
track to explore alternate solutions; or a consistent solution
is found and the plan presents no further flaws generating a
valid solution.
Note that while the plan might be complete, it does not
have to commit to the value of its variables. For example,
the start time of a token can be left to be the interval [1, 10]
as long as it does not present a threat to the partial-plan. This
leaves the decision of the start time to the executive, which is
critical for operating in uncertain real-world environments.
5.2 The Cetacean Tracking Domain
We can briefly describe the cetacean tracking domain pri-
marily as a way to motivate the use of EUROPtus and thus,
as a way to ground the methodology in this section and ex-
periments in Section 6.
In this domain we consider two types of assets: a
UAV that is externally operated (with human-in-the-loop
waypoint-based control) and for which the only observable
outcome is a cetacean sighting; and AUVs (two in our case)
which have in situ goal-oriented commanding using T-REX
and can receive survey objectives via a timeline goal. The
UAV launch and recovery operations involve substantial hu-
man involvement and its operation currently requires close
monitoring. Consequently, the basis of interaction with EU-
ROPtus was simplified as follows:
– EUROPtus can request a new deployment through NEP-
TUS directed at the UAV operator;
– the maximum UAV operation time is assumed to be 30
minutes, given available battery life;
– recharging a UAV battery on shore/ship takes approxi-
mately 15 minutes 1;
– a cetacean position update is expected to be the observed
outcome of a successful UAV survey and, when avail-
able, generates a goal within EUROPtus which is instan-
tiated on a timeline.
As a result, EUROPtus approximately models UAV op-
erational constraints and its interactions are indirect as it
only sends an IMC message to the UAV operators console to
trigger the operators response; and its observations similarly
are driven by a human operator’s event when s/he manually
identifies and “marks” a cetacean position on NEPTUS.
The EUROPtus AUV model was based on the following:
– a timeline representing the vehicle position updated
whenever a position update was received and placed in
the timeline according to its observation timestamp;
1Both the launch/recovery operation and charging times where ap-
proximate, yet reasonable estimates.
– A set of possible surveys both parameterized with their
scale in meters (representing the outer box surrounding
the survey), its centroid (represented by a latitude and
longitude) and its orientation (a rotation angle) [12];
– The high level operational state of the vehicle being ei-
ther Inactive, Operating and Survey, the latter which
takes as an argument a fully instantiated survey as above.
Typically within EUROPtus the AUV’s overall state cy-
cles between Inactive, Operating and Survey while execut-
ing a survey. The duration of Operating depends on the scale
of the survey and the distance from the survey start point
(which should be the last position observed when the vehicle
was Inactive and on the surface). Survey being a goal state,
its duration is very short (equivalent to 1 sec on the embed-
ded T-REX) since it is a feedback confirming the success-
ful completion of the survey request. This timeline – along
with the AUV position – effectively produced by T-REX
onboard, were the means of interaction between the AUV
and EUROPtus on shore/ship. Time-stamped messages from
the AUVs, as noted, come with significant time delays. This
means that the executive should not only be able to dispatch
the actions in a timely manner, but also to integrate observa-
tions from the past and, when required by the model, delay
the execution of a specific action until its conditions are ef-
fectively observed.
5.3 Planning and Execution with Asynchronism
Typically in fully autonomous systems such as T-REX, plan-
ning and execution are intertwined. Both manipulate the
same plan representation and plan execution is required to
occur at every clock cycle. This influences in turn, the out-
come of the planning process while ensuring that any plan
produced by the planning agent (EUROPtus in our case)
is taking into account world state evolution. And so, it as-
sumes that the agent is within a synchronous and fully ob-
servable world. Such design, while appropriate for embed-
ded systems, is incompatible with the oceanographic do-
main where operations are asynchronous and where coor-
dination on launch and recovery operations can be complex.
Furthermore, in our case, observations from AUVs arrive
sporadically, and observability is limited by the availability
of an acoustic channel to the AUVs.
For EUROPtus, computing power is not a critical is-
sue, but communication limitations and observational up-
dates need to account for the fact that world evolution will
often be observed later than occurrence, if at all. Execution
can still be integrated into a deliberation process as plan-
ning and we go a step further in considering that execution
is a part of planning [23].
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5.4 Tracking Execution within Deliberation
Execution feedback is integrated into the the deliberation
process by taking full advantage of the way the planner
works. Specifically, the planner will stop searching as soon
as no more flaws are found; the introduction of a new token
(including Facts) in the plan, creates new flaws in the plan.
Let’s consider that the planner has no more flaws and
that the next command to be executed has been already dis-
patched. Because of communication disruption, we receive
feedback from AUVa that indicates that its state changed
from Inactive to Operating an hour ago. Our approach is
then to create the Fact token Operating for AUVa starting at
the time corresponding to an hour ago. This token is added
to the plan generating a new Open condition flaw that the
solver needs to resolve.
The resolution can be either as simple as a merge, if the
token reflects exactly what was planned, or it is conflicting
with the partial plan requiring in turn, the planner to back-
track. The insertion of such a token as a Fact however, is
akin to plan recognition in the context of the currently main-
tained plan. As the planner operates continuously keeping its
search state alive, this recognition can impact the search by
forcing the planner to backtrack over past decisions until it
finds an alternative new solution, given the injected Fact. As
long as we assume that the decisions impacted by the new
observation are not close to the root of the search tree, it al-
lows for a plan resolution in few steps without an adverse
impact to performance. Further, such an assumption is rea-
sonable as often past observations arrive in relative chrono-
logical order rarely impacting the distant past in plan history.
These steps also highlight how execution tracking can be a
pure deliberative task within the same planning engine.
The remaining problem is to decide which part of the
plan is ready to be executed and sent to NEPTUS. Many
actions in a partial plan can be conditioned by the need to
observe a situation. Actions are specific tokens introduced
in EUROPA, that instantiate a causal relationship between
their condition and effect tokens. It reflects the classical ap-
proach to describe a plan domain (similar to STRIPS [21]
but substantially more expressive) and allows its use as ad-
ditional semantics for our need. In EUROPA, an action is a
special kind of token with temporal relations expressed ei-
ther as conditions necessary for its execution, or expected
effects of this actions [48].
To command the AUVs for a survey we needed EUROP-
tus to observe the following:
– Both AUVs are ready and in the Inactive state;
– We have a cetacean position update that is at most
30 minutes old – this heuristic was imposed to ensure
“freshness” of cetacean tracks.
When deciding on dispatching a partial plan for an AUV
survey, EUROPtus does an analysis of the causality structure
of an action with its tokens. We do so by introducing the
notion of a Justified token as follows: a token is Justified if
either it is a Fact token, the condition of a Justified action or
it is an action for which all the effects are Justified.
In a complete plan, an action in the plan can be dis-
patched for execution when all its conditions are Justified
and its start time interval contains the current time. While
action justification is reasonable, we need to ensure that we
do not dispatch the action before its valid start time. How-
ever, we could potentially be in a situation where an action
does not have all its justified conditions due to one or more
missing messages and yet its start time is before the current
time (i.e., it should have been dispatched for execution in
the past). Dispatch is then postponed and we address this
as a Pending action flaw, which applies to any action of the
plan that could start at the current time but does not have
all of its conditions Justified nor is it Justified itself. Its de-
fault resolution is to restrict the start time to be postponed.
Consequently the planner needs to postpone dispatching this
action until either new observations justify the action or the
start time can no longer be pushed; the latter triggers a back-
track for an alternate solution.
Any pending action that has all of its conditions Justi-
fied is dispatched to NEPTUS for execution, which eventu-
ally will receive the observation of its completion (from the
vehicle) and report it to EUROPtus. This results in a con-
trol loop that is managed as a pure continuous deliberation
process governed by the principles just described.
The position update then comes into play for the AUV
operations model. As the AUVs are driven by an embedded
T-REX agent, EUROPtus could be further extended to di-
rectly leverage such a positional update for “direct” control
of the vehicles. Yet the limitation in terms of communication
had to be taken into account. Our AUVs can communicate
with the ship only if they are at the surface and either in
WI-FI range (which might also be not desirable as the ship
can present a threat if operated too close to the vehicle) or is
at the surface long enough to initiate a satellite connection.
When the vehicle is underwater, it was assumed that there is
no means to communicate 1.
6 Experiment Domain and Setup
In 2015, a key objective of our annual inter-disciplinary field
experiment was to perform co-temporal surveys for synop-
tic observations on the habitat of sperm whales. Cetacean
tracking experiments were conducted in open waters south
of Pico Island in the Azores (Fig. 9).
Operations were conducted on board the Portuguese
Navy research vessel NRP Almirante Gago Coutinho2,
which was used for launching and recovering AUVs and
UAVs from the aft deck (Fig. 1). All operators and pilots
were on board the vessel which had multiple antennas which
1Note: acoustic communication was only used for vehicle teleme-
try.
2http://goo.gl/hEVmFU
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Fig. 9 The location of the cetacean tracking experiment off of the is-
land of Pico in the Azores in the mid-Atlantic.
Fig. 10 Architectural block diagram of coordinated observations of
a UAV with two AUVs in the water-column in July 2015 off of the
Azores.
provided 802.11 Wi-Fi coverage via Ubiquiti radios. The an-
tennas were connected to multiple “Manta” communications
gateways that relayed all data between unmanned vehicles
and NEPTUS consoles. Inside the ship, a local area network
was created to which all systems (mantas and consoles) were
connected to. This network setup allowed operators to be
aware of the AUV and UAV operations simultaneously (Fig.
10).
Two upper water-column Light AUVs [50] (LAUV-
Xplore-1 & LAUV-Xplore-2) were used, both equipped with
WHOI acoustic modems and Iridium SBD modems. LAUV-
Xplore-1 was additionally equipped with an RBR XR620
CTD (Conductivity, temperature and Density) and an ex-
perimental holographic particle imaging system developed
(a) Launching the LAUV-Xplore-1 off of a pier in the island of
Horta for testing. Inset image shows the nose cone of the AUV
with an experimental miniature holographic camera.
(b) Preparation flight of the X8 Skywalker UAV before off shore
operations.
Fig. 11 Series of preparation exercises before cruise
at Plymouth University (Fig. 11(a)) [25]. LAUV-Xplore-2,
which is a similar vehicle in size and endurance, included
only a Turner Designs Cyclops-7 wet-probe with a fluorom-
eter. Both these vehicles can travel at a nominal speed of 2
knots (∼1 m/s) for up to 24 hours. Moreover, while deployed
in the open sea, they can receive new commands and report
their state over Iridium SBD messages (up to 250 bytes us-
ing RockBlock 1).
Additionally, there were multiple Skywalker X8 UAVs,
seen in Fig. 11(b), at our disposal. These low-cost vehicles
are adaptation of COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) units
which the LSTS empowers with specific components in-
cluding System-On-a-Chip (SOC) CPUs, communications
hardware and specific sensor payload. These frames, nor-
mally used for RC-flying, are inexpensive and made a re-
silient styrofoam which can be be further customized if
needed. The system has a maximum flight time of around
45 minutes at an average cruise speed of ∼17 m/s giving it
a useful (round trip) range of almost 25km which won’t be
1http://www.rock7mobile.com/
products-iridium-sbd
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Fig. 12 Video feed captured by X8-03 UAV with infrared imagery on
the right.
Fig. 13 A NEPTUS console snapshot taken during the experiment
showing a submerged AUV (1), an AUV at the surface (2), a UAV
(3), the ship position (4) and the simulation time for the AUV (5).
full utilized in this scenario. For this experiment, the UAVs
carried both video cameras providing real-time feed to op-
erators and still cameras taking periodic imagery of the wa-
ter at high resolution. While some cameras captured visible
light, others sampled in the LWIR spectrum (Fig. 12). We
also deployed a new light-weight hyper-spectral imager on
a separate UAV for purposes of testing; the results of that
test are not part of this work.
As noted earlier, the key scientific objective of this field
experiment was to characterize the upper water column
properties within sperm whale foraging areas to understand
what drives their foraging behaviour. Our scenario called for
either an experienced human observer on a separate boat, or
airborne UAVs with real-time imagers, to be able determine
target cetaceans on the surface. Researchers on board the
ship or small vessels acted as spotters.
As individual sperm whales surfaced, a reference point
was determined either from imagery or from the spotter,
which then was communicated to the operators on the ves-
sel. If AUVs were not already in the water, they were
launched to start autonomous execution. Repetitive AUV
surveys around this targeted spot were to commence, using
two AUVs to measure spatial variations in the water column.
Both T-REX-enabled AUVs were tasked by EUROPtus
to synthesize yoyo based survey patterns [12] in two con-
centric square patterns of 400X400 meters2 and 800X800
meters2 diving to a depth of 50 meters. The vehicles also
surfaced on the corners of the squares in order to correct
its localization with a GPS fix and (tentatively) report its
progress via Iridium. The larger pattern was used to sam-
ple outside the sperm whale movement path, as a measure
of understanding the variability in the upper water-column.
The smaller survey was expected to take 25 minutes, while
the larger 50 minutes, at about 2.5 knots speed over ground
for the vehicles. Consequently, the inner surveys were exe-
cuted twice to provide a dense coverage co-temporal to the
single outer survey, (Fig. 14(a)). At the end of the survey, the
next target spot was to be determined either via the spotter
or a UAV, and the vehicles re-tasked by EUROPtus.
One extended objective was to attempt not only co-
temporal AUV surveys, but to coordinate the survey of the
sampling area with UAV overflights with Far-IR and the
hyper-spectral imagers. In doing so, it was thought, we could
obtain additional data of the ocean surface to be merged
and subsequently studied to understand the bio-geochemical
composition in the light of any effluents from the passing
whales. This was successfully achieved by sharing of mis-
sion plans between consoles and by coordinating the execu-
tion of plans via EUROPtus . Vehicles operating in the same
area can be seen in Fig. 14(b), one airborne, one at the sur-
face and one AUV underwater (connected acoustically).
At the same time, multiple NEPTUS consoles were re-
ceiving and controlling the different vehicles from the ship,
as seen in Fig. 13. One of the consoles was explicitly used
for AUV operations and had the EUROPtus plug-in acti-
vated while also synchronizing all data received via Irid-
ium and Wi-Fi from the two AUVs connected to their re-
spective shipboard simulators. The data from the simulators
was, however, available to all consoles, providing situation
awareness on the position of the vehicles underwater, even
for the UAV operators.
At the UAV consoles, operators could receive imagery
in real-time and a plug-in was used to geo-locate points
in the video stream. Whenever a frame of interest was de-
tected in the video feed, the operator could pause the feed
and click a point in the image. After attaching a name to
the clicked point, these names, together with their coordi-
nates were disseminated to the remaining consoles, so that
identified cetaceans or other points of interest were available
in all operator consoles. If the disseminated position was a
cetacean to be tracked, the AUV operator could select it as
a valid target which resulted in forwarding this location to
EUROPtus. This additional step was added so that human
operators can select preferred targets. Preference would gen-
erally be given to targets closer to current AUV locations.
In EUROPtus we tied the AUVs operational model with
that of the UAV to ensure coordination; UAVs if not in the air
were launched from the aft deck, to be surveying the same
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(a) Two AUV trajectories with CTD profiles (red: warmer sur-
face waters, blue: colder deeper waters) executing two consecu-
tive co-temporal surveys around a targeted cetacean position.
(b) UAV trajectory (green) superimposed on AUV tracklines
(red and blue) from 14(a). UAV tracks show several search tra-
jectories and long-distance tests.
Fig. 14 Coordinated observations of a UAV with two AUVs in the water-column on July 19th, 2015.
Fig. 15 Number of deliberation steps in EUROPtus and its search tree
depth for a subset of July 19th operations. EUROPtus was running on
a Linux Virtual Machine on a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7.
area overhead. For this experiment, launch was based pri-
marily on readiness of the vehicle.
A cetacean position was considered “fresh” by EUROP-
tus if and only if it was received at most 30 minutes before
the vehicles were to start a new survey. The surveys’ rela-
tive scales between the two AUVs was identified in order
to have both vehicle finishing the survey approximately at
the same time for ease of recovery or relocation. All of this
could be determined by EUROPtus including, for example,
that having a “fresh” whale position would require an UAV
launch and for a valid survey both AUVs are required to be
available and sufficiently close to the survey area. While this
domain appears to be straight-forward, for a human operator
it is quite difficult to properly follow the execution of mul-
tiple robots and still make ahead-of-time decisions of what
the vehicles should be doing next. EUROPtus, on the other
hand, tracks execution automatically and deals with hard to
predict and often very large latency of communications.
Figure 15 shows EUROPtus deliberation steps and depth
along the first hour of the July 19th mission. This figure
shows the number of steps increasing monotonically re-
flecting the integration of new observations as they were
received from NEPTUS. The depth grows slower showing
that backtracking occurs during execution. Except for the
small downward spike, the depth tends to either remain flat
or climb, indicating that in general backtracking was only
impacted by chronologically recent observations and hence
the planner recovered gracefully. The downward spike was
due to erroneous timestamps on some AUV location mes-
sages before they reached EUROPtus. These could have
been caused because of improper clock settings. Despite the
large jump in steps (≈ 700) the planner recovered in less
than 3 seconds.
In tandem with all these deployments, the experimen-
tal holographic particle imaging system recorded high-
resolution images of suspended particles (25µm to 5mm
size) within a 2ml sample volume at 1 Hz. As visible in
Fig. 11(a) the system was mounted on the nose-cone of
LAUV-Xplore1 to sample the particles in an undisturbed
state. Digital reconstruction of the holograms provides fo-
cused images of the particles allowing them to be catego-
rized, sized and counted. Fig. 16 shows example images of
particles recorded during the experiment, comprising phy-
toplankton, zooplankton as well as detritus (marine snow).
The distributions of the relative abundance of each of these
particle categories will be related to the physical and bio-
logical properties of the water column (temperature, salinity,
chlorophyll fluorescence). This piece of data presents an in-
teresting opportunistic catch, and serves to highlight the ca-
pacity these types of coordinated autonomous systems have
to collect co-temporal and diverse in situ data, which can
then be cross-checked with ease if needed.
7 Discussion and Conclusions
We present an infrastructure to supervise coordinated oper-
ations of multiple heterogeneous assets, while dealing with
unpredictability of the environment and sporadic communi-
cations in the open sea. Many of these tools are the result
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Fig. 16 Example particles imaged by the miniature holographic sensor
on-board LAUV-Xplore-1. A) Phytoplankton diatom chains. B) Zoo-
plankton crustaceans and fish larvae. C) Detritus flocculated marine
snow
of years of work iterating towards a balance between au-
tonomous decision making and mission execution, as well
as feedback for operator supervision.
The operation of different vehicles was carried out by
a mix of operators and automated planners on board the
vehicles and at the control station. The use of the LSTS
Toolchain and its unified IMC protocol allowed coordina-
tion of systems with very different capabilities over hetero-
geneous links. The DUNE software portability and its small
footprint allowed it to run across communication gateways,
vehicles and shore-side simulators. NEPTUS was used si-
multaneously by different operators targeting different mis-
sion responsibilities. Despite using different user interfaces,
relevant data could be shared between the consoles over Wi-
Fi, which allowed for an effective localization and tracking
flow having human operators in the loop.
EUROPtus was designed and first deployed in the con-
text of this operation. Its ability to handle observations with
temporal delays and to dispatch commands only when all
their conditions are observed proved to be effective. Opera-
tors consequently, could focus on high level operational con-
cerns and rely on NEPTUS to maintain situational aware-
ness for understanding the current status of the mission.
The recent addition of EUROPtus relieves operators of
the intricacies of synchronization between assets and fo-
cuses more on higher level issues such as the scientific goals
and the safety of the assets. To address the latter, NEPTUS
was extended to not only dispatch commands from EUROP-
tus to the assets but also to intercept them, in order to give
an overview of expected behaviour to the users. This ability
to maintain situational awareness, proved to be critical for
our at-sea operations.
Additionally, EUROPtus allowed for the reduction in lo-
gistics outside of operation team vehicle operation team. In
this sense, the simplification came in the streamlining of the
spotting tasks for the cetaceans since systems coordinated
by EUROPtus we also tasked to fulfil that role. This allows
for added scalability when both the operation area and mis-
sion objectives increase.
Nevertheless, further work to reduce shortcomings re-
main. Among those is the way we resolve Pending action
flaws. The only way the system can resolve them currently,
is by postponing the action until it has all of its conditions
Justified. An interesting extension would be for the planner
to actively enrich the plan by proactive search (for example
by polling) for such a justification, perhaps even asking for
operator input. This ’inquisitive’ approach would then pre-
vent the system from replanning just because there was no
feedback before a certain deadline.
Another aspect we would like to explore is allowing EU-
ROPtus to forget part of its search when it no longer impacts
the plan. A novelty of EUROPtus, when compared to classi-
cal approaches, is that it keeps all of its search history. One
benefit is that EUROPtus can revisit the past and restore a
partial plan fragment in the light of a delayed observation
or justification. A side effect, is that the receding planning
horizon can result in computational search being slower as
time advances. A solution to this potential issue would be to
prune nodes from the search tree as they are justified by ob-
servations. This would require replacing the chronological
backtracking search, allowing the system to run for a long
periods without performance impacts.
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